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動画共有システムにおける
ユーザコメントの領域と時区間を用いたシーン抽出
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あらまし 近年，インターネット上に動画を投稿し，他のユーザと共有することができる動画共有サイトが注目され

ている．このようなサイトにおいて，ユーザは動画に対するコメントを投稿することができる．しかし動画に対する

コメントは大量である上に，それらの関係が不明であり，またユーザによって視聴したいシーンが異なるため，ユー

ザにとって不要なコメントやシーンが存在する．そこで我々はユーザの興味に関連するシーンを，ユーザが選択した

コメントから抽出する手法を提案する．本研究では，ユーザが画面領域と時区間を指定して投稿したコメントを利用

できる環境を想定している．そしてコメントとその画面領域によって表されるオブジェクトと，コメントとその時区

間によって表されるイベントに着目し，画面領域の位置関係により同一オブジェクトを，時区間の前後関係により同

一イベントを判定し，それらの判定結果を組み合わせてシーン間の関係を定義し，関係に基づきシーン抽出を行う手

法を提案する．本稿では，オブジェクトとイベントの判定方式とそれらの判定結果を組み合わせたシーン間の関係，

提案手法に基づき開発したプロトタイプシステムについて述べる．
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Abstract Recently, video sharing websites that allow users to attach comments to videos have attracted much at-

tention. In this paper, we propose a method whereby users can easily retrieve video scenes relevant to their interest.

Our system makes both a text and non-text analysis of a user’s comment and then retrieves and displays relevant

scenes for viewing of the scenes along with attached comments. The text analysis works in tandem with non-text

features, namely, the pointing region and temporal duration of user comments. In this way, our system supports a

better organized retrieval of scenes that have attached user comments with a higher degree of relevancy for the user

than is currently available with conventional methods, for example, using matching keywords. We describe here our

method and relations between scenes and discuss a prototype system.

Key words Multimedia, Video sharing, Comment, Pointing region, Temporal duration, Scene extraction

1. Introduction

Recently, the number of video sharing websites has rapidly

increased, and a lot of videos are being shared online. Users

can write comments about a shared video with applications

like BBS interface on various sites such as YouTube [1] and
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Google Video [2]. On these sites, users often write comments

about an entire video. However, users are able to write com-

ments about a particular scene on sites such as Nico Nico

Douga [3] and jimaku.in [4], and these comments that are

spuriously synchronized with the playing of the videos are

displayed on the screen for a definite time interval. This way

users can easily write comments about shared videos at video

sharing websites resulting in comments that are irrelevant to

the user and often users viewing the same shared video want

to view different scenes resulting in scenes that are also irrel-

evant to each user. For example, when a user views a video of

a baseball game and is attracted to Ichiro in the video, scenes

unrelated to Ichiro are not required by that user. And when

the user views Ichiro’s scene, comments unrelated to Ichiro

are also not required by that user. Therefore, the extracting

method of comments and scenes related to the user’s inter-

ests is necessary. However, using the conventional method of

matching keywords is not adequate to extract them because

the relation among such comments and scenes are not clear

with this method.

In this paper, we propose the extracting method of com-

ments and scenes related to a user’s interests based on the

relation among other user comments. So, we are looking at

a situation where users can write comments with a specified

pointing region and temporal duration using the comment

posting system we have developed (see Fig. 1). A user com-

ment therefore consists not only of keywords, but also of

a specified pointing region and temporal duration. Fig. 2

shows these user comments, and x axis and y axis are screen

coordinates and t is the time axes. The text is treated as a

keyword set consisting of a noun, verb, adjective and adverb.

The pointing region is the specified area on a video screen

selected by a user where the user wants to attach a comment

to. It consists of coordinates and area size. The tempo-

ral duration is the specified time interval by the user which

continues to display a comment and the pointing region of

it. It consists of a starting point and an ending point. We

divided a video into scenes based on image processing and

speech recognition techniques of the current scene division

systems [7] [8].

In our proposed method, users can view scenes and their

attached comments concerning the object and event they

are interested in, merely by selecting a comment of interest.

Take, for example, Ichiro is an object and a home run is an

event in a scene from a baseball game. The object and event

are defined based on the comment’s pointing region and tem-

poral duration, as well as the comment’s text. We determine

the object by the relation of the selected comment’s text and

the pointing region and other comments. Then, determine

the event by the relation of the selected comment’s text and

図 1 コメント投稿システム

Fig. 1 Screen image of comment posting system

the temporal duration and other comments. We describe the

advantage of our method as follows:

（ 1） The advantage of the object determination

method By using the pointing region, our method can lo-

cate scenes relevant to the user’s comment even when the

comment does not contain keywords found in other com-

ments of the same object. Also by merit of using the pointing

region, our system can determine where keywords common

to comments in fact refer to different scenes.

（ 2） The advantage of the event determination

method Because videos are rarely annotated by the up-

loader, background information concerning particular events

appearing in the video is not available. Even so our method

can locate these events as comments are linked with temporal

duration.

The remaining sections of this paper are as follows: Section

2 describes the object determination based on the pointing

region. Section 3 describes the event determination based

on the temporal duration. Section 4 describes the scene re-

trieval application. Section 5 discusses the evaluation, and

Section 6 reviews related work.

2. Object determination based on point-
ing regions

When a user attaches a comment on the screen, the user

watches an object and specifies its pointing region. An ob-

ject is defined by keywords in the comment and the pointing

region (see Fig. 3). By comparing keywords and the degree

of the overlap of the pointing regions or the relative posi-

tion of the pointing regions, we estimate whether an object

indicated by the selected comment matches other comments.

Cobject = {co|Cov(cs, co) >= α or Pos(cs, co) >= β} (1)

cs is a user selected comment and co is an extracted com-
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図 2 指定画面領域と指定時区間を持つコメント

Fig. 2 Comment with user pointing region and temporal duration

ment indicating the same object as cs. The function Cov

calculates the degree of the overlap of the pointing regions,

and the function Pos calculates the relation of the relative

position of the pointing regions. If Cov or Pos is higher than

the threshold, we detect co as the related comment about the

same target object.

This object determination method has two advantages.

First, our method can estimate a comment as indicating the

same object as the selected comment even when the com-

ment does not contain keywords found in other comments of

the same object. For example, when a user watches a shared

video of a soccer game and selects the comment “Nice save”

that specifies the pointing region of a goalkeeper on the video

screen, our method using the pointing region can extract the

comment “The keeper’s reaction is good” as indicating the

same object as the selected comment even if it does not con-

tain the keywords “nice” and “save”. Second, our method

can extract a different object from common keywords found

in the selected comment. For example, there are two goal-

keepers in a soccer game, and they are often expressed with

the same keyword, “keeper”. When a user selects the com-

ment “The keeper’s adrenalin is pumped!” that specified a

pointing region of team A’s goalkeeper on the video screen,

our method using the pointing region can filter out the com-

ment “This keeper is tough” as indicating the different ob-

ject, namely, team B’s goalkeeper as the selected comment

even if it contains the keyword “keeper”.

2. 1 Object determination method using degree of

overlap of pointing regions

The degree of the overlap of the pointing regions is high

in videos with still or steady images, and so these tend to be

specified by close to absolute positions. The degree of the

overlap of the comments’ pointing regions will tell us if the

objects they refer to are the same or not. We calculate the

function Cov as follows:

Cov(cs, ci) = CovR(cs, ci) × (CovK(cs, ci) + γ) (2)

y
x t

Object Object Object

scene 3 scene 7 scene 11
図 3 オブジェクトの概念図

Fig. 3 Concept image of object
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comment 2selected comment

図 4 領域の重複度を用いたオブジェクト判定の例

Fig. 4 An example of object determination using degree of over-

lap of pointing regions

CovR(cs, ci) =
|R(cs) ∩ R(ci)|
|R(cs) ∪ R(ci)|

(3)

CovK(cs, ci) =
|K(cs) ∩ K(ci)|

|min(K(cs), K(ci))|
(4)

when cs is a user selected comment and ci is one of other

comments. The function CovR calculates the degree of the

overlap of the pointing regions. The function CovK calcu-

lates the similarity of keywords. γ is a constant that prevents

CovK from becoming 0.

When a user selects the comment “Nice save” that speci-

fies the pointing region of a goalkeeper on a video screen, our

method using the pointing region can extract comments as

indicating the same object as the selected comment even if

they do not contain the keywords “nice” and “save”. Fig. 4

shows an example of the object determination using the de-

gree of the overlap of the pointing regions. When the user

selects comment 2 in scene 3, we extract comment 6 in scene

11 as indicating the same object as the selected comment.

Because both the degree of the overlap of the pointing re-

gions and the similarity of keywords between the selected

comment and the other comment are high.

2. 2 Determination method using relative position

of pointing regions

By using the relative position of the pointing regions of
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図 5 領域の位置関係を用いたオブジェクト判定の例

Fig. 5 An example of object determination using relative position

of pointing regions

comments in the same scene, we determine whether or not

the comments refer to the same object. This is effective when

objects on the screen are constantly moving. Fig. 5 shows an

example of the object determination using the relative posi-

tion of the pointing regions. When the user selects comment

2 in scene 3, we extract the relative positions of the point-

ing regions of the selected comment and related comments,

comment 1 and comment 3, from scene 3. And we also ex-

tract the same keyword comment, comment 5, and another

related comment, comment 4, from scene 7. In this case, the

selected comment is located to the lower right of comment

1 and to the upper left of comment 3. And comment 5 is

located to the lower right of comment 4 in scene 7. Here, the

lower right proximity of the pointing regions is determined

for comment 1 and comment 4. So, we extract comment 5

as referring to the same object as the selected comment.

Pos(cs, cc, ci, cj) = RelP (cs, cc, ci, cj)

×covK(cs, ci) × covK(cc, cj) (5)

RelP (cs, cc, ci, cj) =

(

1 (P (cs, ci) = P (cc, cj))

0 (P (cs, ci) 6= P (cc, cj))
(6)

cc and cj are comments which are linked with cs and ci

in another scene. The function RelP returns 1 when the

relative position of the pointing regions is same.

3. Event determination based on tempo-
ral duration

We define an event as indicated by common keywords in

comments attached to adjacent scenes (see Fig. 6). We esti-

mate whether events in separate scenes are the same or not

by calculating as follows:

Cevent = {ce|RelT (cs, ce, csp , cep)

×PairK(cs, ce, csp , cep) = 1} (7)

t

y

x scene 5 scene 6{ A, B }
{ R, S }

{ X, Y }

A or B overlaps R A or B overlaps S A or B before X A or B before Y 

Event

adjacent  scenes of scene 5 

{ A, C }
A or B after A A or B after C 

scene 4

comment 2comment 1 comment 3 comment 4base comment

図 6 イベントの概念図

Fig. 6 Concept image of Event

cs is a user selected comment and ce is an extracted com-

ment as indicating the same event as cs. csp is a comment

which was attached to the scene of cs, and cep is a comment

which was attached to the scene of ce. If the function RelT

and PairK returns 1, we detect ce as a related comment

referring to the same event.

RelT (cs, csp , ci, cip) =

(

1 (T (cs, csp) = T (ci, cip))

0 (T (cs, csp) 6= T (ci, cip))
(8)

PairK(cs, ci, csp , cip) =

(

1 (cs = ci and csp = cip)

0 (cs 6= ci or csp 6= cip)
(9)

RelT returns 1 when the temporal durations’ relationship

of two keyword pairs is same. PairK returns 1 when the two

keyword pairs are same. We defined the temporal durations’

relation using the relation types based on the relative posi-

tion of temporal duration and Allen’s time interval model [17]

(see Table 1). In Table 1, tss is the starting point of a se-

lected comment and tse is its ending point. tis is the starting

point of another comment and tie is its ending point.

In Fig. 7, when a user selects comment 1 in scene 5, we

extract the relation of the temporal duration between the

selected comment and related comments, comment 2 and

comment 3, in scene 5’s adjacent scenes, comment 4 in scene

13 because this comment contains the same keyword “A”,

and related comments, comment 5 and comment 6, in scene

13’s adjacent scenes. Then the extracted keywords in the

comments are paired with the keywords in the selected com-

ment making 8 different pairs. Also the extracted keywords

in the comments are paired with the keywords in the com-

ment containing the same keyword as in the selected com-
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表 1 時区間の関係

Table 1 The relation of temporal duration

Relation type Determination condition Order

before |tse − tis | > 0 tss < tis and tse < tie

after |tie − tss | > 0 tss > tis and tse > tie

equal |tss − tis | = 0 and |tse − tie | = 0 tss = tis and tse = tie

meets |tse − tis | = 0 tss < tis and tse < tie

met-by |tie − tss | = 0 tss > tis and tse > tie

overlaps |tse − tis | > 0 and tse > tis tss < tis and tse < tie

overlapped-by |tie − tss | > 0 and tie > tss tss > tis and tse > tie

during |tss − tis | > 0 and |tse − tie | > 0 tss > tis and tse < tie

contains |tss − tis | > 0 and |tse − tie | > 0 tss < tis and tse > tie

starts |tss − tis | = 0 and |txe − tye | > 0 tss = tis

finishes |tse − tie | = 0 and |tss − tis | > 0 tse = tie

ment also making 8 different pairs. If a pair in the selected

comment’s pair and a pair in the keyword comment’s pair are

the same, this comment pair is determined as referring to the

same event as the selected comment’s pair. In this case, be-

cause the temporal duration’s relationship of the pair “A”

and “S” in the selected comment’s pair and in the same key-

word comment’s pair is same, “overlaps”, we estimate that

these comment pairs are indicating the same event. Thus,

the system searches for comments with the same keyword

and temporal duration, and determines whether or not these

comments refer to the same event.

t

y
x ・・・

scene 5 scene 6 scene 13 scene 14{ A, B }
{ R, S }

{ X, Y } { A, C }
{ S, T }

{ X, Y }
A overlaps R A overlaps S B overlaps R B overlaps S A before X A before Y B before X B before Y 

A overlaps S A overlaps T C overlaps S C overlaps T Ameets X Ameets Y C meets X C meets Y 

Event Event

comment 1 comment 2 comment 3 comment 4 comment 5 comment 6selected comment same keyword comment

図 7 時区間の関係を用いたイベント判定の例

Fig. 7 An example of event determination using the relation of

temporal duration

This event determination method has an advantage. Our

method can extract comments as indicating the same event

as the keyword pair in the selected comment and the other

comment without background information concerning par-

ticular events appearing in the video. For example, when

a user watches a shared video of a soccer game and selects

the comment “Shoot!”, our method using the temporal dura-

tion can extract the comment pair “Strong shoot” and “Nice

keep” as indicating the same event as the selected comment

and the other comment, “Keeper, nice reaction!”. In this

case, both comment pairs contain the keyword pair “shoot”

and “nice”, and we consider these comment pairs indicate

the same event.

4. Scene retrieval application

We categorize scenes by type according to comments’ ob-

jects and events. Scenes are then compared using this classi-

fication system and related comments retrieved accordingly.

4. 1 Types of scene relation

We define 4 types of scene relation according to a com-

ment’s object and event as follows: EQUAL, OBJECT ,

EV ENT and NO RELATION . Table 2 shows scene re-

lation types. Other comments utilized in determining the

event are included in the calculation, and the system de-

termines whether or not the comments refer to the same

object. We express the determination result of these com-

ments ‘Other-object’ against the determination result of the

selected comment and another related comment such as the

same keyword comment ‘Base-object’ in Fig. 8 and Table 2.

By using them, the system determines the relationship be-

tween the scene of the comment that a user is interested in

and of the other.

EQUAL The scene’s relationship is defined as EQUAL

when comments share the object and event.

OBJECT The scene’s relationship is defined as OBJECT

when comments share both the base-object and event and

other-object indicates the different object, or when the com-

ments share the base-object only and other-object indicates

the same object or different object.

EVENT The scene’s relationship is defined as EV ENT

when comments share the event only and other-object indi-

cates the same object or different object, or when neither the

base-object nor event is shared and other-object indicates the

same object.

NO RELATION The scene’s relationship is defined as

NO RELATION when neither the object nor event is

shared.

表 2 シーン間の関係タイプ

Table 2 Relation types between scenes

Object

Base-object same same different different

Other-object same different same different

Event same EQUAL OBJECT EV ENT EV ENT

different OBJECT OBJECT EV ENT NO RELATION

4. 2 Scene retrieval concerning object

For a user who watches a shared video and is attracted

to an object in the video scene, our proposed system is able
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図 8 シーン間の関係判定の概念図

Fig. 8 Concept image of the determination of relation between

scenes

to retrieve and present scenes of comments which refer to

the same object that the user is interested in. When the

user wants to retrieve scenes about the object of the user’s

selected comment, the system extracts thus scenes by us-

ing the scene relation EQUAL and OBJECT . That is be-

cause we consider the user wants to view the same object in

similar scenes as the selected comment’s scene. For scenes

with the relation OBJECT , the system extracts scenes with

comments referring to the same object. For scenes with the

relation EQUAL, scenes with comments determined to re-

fer to the same object and same event in other scenes are

extracted.

In our method by utilizing the relation of the pointing

region and temporal duration, even if a comment does not

contain the user comment’s keywords, it will still retrieve rel-

evant scenes if the comment refers to the same object. Our

method can also determine when comments containing some

of the same keywords refer to different objects. This is made

possible by comparing the comments’ pointing regions.

4. 3 Scene retrieval concerning event

As most shared video is not annotated, we consider it is

useful for the user to be able to comment on and view scenes

depicting an event of interest and thereby obtain more infor-

mation of the event. Our system retrieves scenes including

the event by comparing the comments’ temporal duration.

For a user who watches a shared video and is attracted to

an event in the video scenes, our proposed system is able to

retrieve and present scenes of comments which refer to the

same sequential event that the user is interested in. When

the user wants to retrieve scenes about the event of the se-

lected comment, the system extracts thus sequential scenes

by using the scene relation EQUAL and EV ENT . That is

because we consider the user wants to view the same sequen-

tial event in similar scenes as the selected comment’s scene.

For scenes with the relation EQUAL, scenes with comments

determined to refer to the same object and same event in

other scenes are extracted. Comments regarding different

objects in the same event are located through a comparison

of the EV ENT type relation. The system retrieves scenes

depicting the same event even when comments about the

event refer to different objects.

5. Evaluation

5. 1 Prototype system

We developed a prototype system based on our proposed

method using Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 C#. This pro-

totype system consists of a video-viewing interface, a com-

ment posting interface and lists of relevant comments con-

cerning object and event. Fig. 9 shows a screen image of the

prototype system. In this system, the user’s selected com-

ment is decided by selecting a comment which is displayed

on the video-viewing interface, or by writing a comment to

a specified pointing region and temporal duration using the

comment posting interface. Then, the system extracts the

comments related to the selected comment based not only

on the text or keywords that are divided by the morpholog-

ical analyzer Mecab [5] that is in SlothLib [6], but also on

the pointing region and temporal duration, and displays the

relevant scenes that the extracted comments are attached to.

Do your best !
Video-viewing interface

Comment posting interface Relevant comments about event

Relevant comments about object

Relevant scenes about object 

図 9 プロトタイプシステム

Fig. 9 Screen image of prototype system
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5. 2 Experimental evaluation

We used videos with comments that specified the pointing

region and temporal duration as video data of the experi-

ment. The videos we used were being shared in YouTube [1]

and Nico Nico Douga [3]. There were about two hundred new

comments per video that were attached using the comment

posting system we developed (see Fig. 2). In this experiment,

we gave each of the 4 subjects a list of some comments, and

then they chose the comments and scenes they were inter-

ested in. Table 3 shows the precision, recall and F-measure

about the scenes that were extracted by the prototype sys-

tem based on our method. Also we evaluated the scenes

that were extracted by using matching keywords in order to

compare with our method (see Table 4). We got similar re-

sults about scenes related to object although the results of

the comparison look similar, they are misleading because our

method extracts comments not only based on keywords.

表 3 プロトタイプシステムにより抽出されたシーンの評価

Table 3 Evaluation of the extracted scenes by prototype system

Scenes related to object Scenes related to event

Precision 0.30 0.43

Recall 0.60 0.26

F-measure 0.40 0.32

表 4 コメントのキーワードの一致により抽出されたシーンの評価

Table 4 Evaluation of the extracted scenes by matching keywords

Scenes related to object Scenes related to event

Precision 0.28 0.52

Recall 0.58 0.35

F-measure 0.38 0.42

5. 3 Examples of extracted scenes

5. 3. 1 Example of scenes related to object

We explain an example of scenes that are extracted as the

result of the scene retrieval concerning object. In Fig. 10,

when the user watches the shared video of the handball game

and selects the comment “Doing various movements in a mo-

ment” that was written to the goalkeeper about the shot

event in scene 12, our system extracts 2 other scenes as rel-

evant scenes. Scene 8 and scene 66 are extracted because

the scene relation is OBJECT , or there are comments that

determined as the same object by the degree of the over-

lap of the pointing regions, “Strange movement” and “Wide

movement” in scene 8 and “Strange pose” in scene 66. Also

scene 8 is extracted because the scene relation is EQUAL,

or there is the comment pair “Wide movement” and “GK is

so excited” that determined the same event as the selected

comment and the other comment “Come on, GK!” in scene

12. This comment pair has common keywords ‘movement’

and ‘GK’, and the temporal durations’ relationship of the

two keyword pairs is the same, ‘finishes’.

This system extracts scenes of the keeper in a strange

movement in the shot event. And the images of these scenes

are similar. In this way, scene retrieval concerning object

can extract similar image scenes only by analyzing comment

information.

y

x tscene 8 scene 12 scene 66

selected comment
Strange movementWide movement

Doing various movements in a moment

Come on, GK!

Strange pose

GK is so excited
Strange movementWide movement
GK is so excited

Doing various movements in a moment
Come on, GK!

Strange pose
Eventmovement finishes GK movement finishes GKEvent
図 10 オブジェクトに関連して抽出されるシーンの例

Fig. 10 An example of scenes concerning object

5. 3. 2 Example of scenes related to event

We explain an example of scenes that are extracted as the

result of the scene retrieval concerning event. In Fig. 11,

when the user watches the shared video of the soccer game

and selects the comment “The keeper’s reaction is good” that

was written to the goalkeeper about the shot event in scene

21, the system extracts 2 other scenes as relevant scenes.

Scene 1 is extracted because the scene relation is EV ENT ,

or there are the comment pairs “The keeper’s reaction is so

good” and “Nice save” or “Nice keep” that determined the

same event of the selected comment and the other comment

“Nice shot and keep” in scene 21. These comment pairs

have common keywords “keeper” or “reaction” or “good”

and “nice”, and the temporal durations’ relationship of two

keyword pairs is the same, ‘meets’. Also scene 16 is extracted

because the scene relation is EV ENT , or there is the com-

ment pair “The keeper isn’t moving” and “Stopped” that

determined the same event of the selected comment and the

other comment “Stopped” in scene 21. The comment pair

has common keywords “keeper” and “stop”, and the tempo-

ral durations’ relationship of two keyword pairs is the same,

‘starts’.

The scene retrieval concerning event extracts scenes of the

shoot event that users respond with a similar reaction. We

consider that it especially suits videos of soccer, handball,

basketball, etc. This is because sports tend to have the same

event happening patterns; for example, the shooter kicks the

ball, the keeper tries to stop the ball.
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Event

図 11 イベントに関連して抽出されるシーンの例

Fig. 11 An example of extracted scenes concerning event

6. Related works

Masuda et al. [9], [10] developed “Synvie”, an application

based on annotations acquired from the video blog commu-

nity. In this system, the user can write comments with de-

tailed information: object position, time range, object for

comments, type of comment, comment, name, URL, and

evaluation. In addition, the user can communicate with other

users using a blog function. The user can create a blog entry

about any video scene. Miyamori et al. [11] developed a sys-

tem using on-line chat for a TV program. This system auto-

matically extracts popular scenes on the basis of face marks

and the number of written comments made for a particu-

lar scene. These systems aim to retrieve video scenes using

annotated comments, blog entries, and on-line chatting by

analyzing their text. On the other hand, Kitayama et al. [15]

developed a method that generates comment sets using tem-

poral duration and the pointing region for the purpose of

organizing large numbers of comments in video sharing sys-

tems. Though they use temporal duration and the pointing

region, text information is not considered. In our method,

however, we aim to extract comments for viewing video by

analyzing not only text information but also non-text infor-

mation.

Fukuhara et al. [12] proposed a system for collecting and

analyzing blog articles to gain an understanding of the con-

cerns of people from collective and personal viewpoints.

Their approach 1) analyzes relationships between blog ar-

ticles and real temporal data, 2) extracts a topic of interest,

and 3) identifies trends. Glance et al. [13] proposed a system

called BlogPulse, which extracts trends from collected blog

articles. Using keyword occurrence rates over a given period

of time, the system classifies current trends. In communi-

cation via shared video, the user does not necessarily need

to know what topic is being discussed and so our method

simply extracts related comments.

Kimura et al. [14] developed an editing support system us-

ing user gaze of video. In this system, user gaze represents

the user’s viewing of temporal duration and the pointing re-

gion. Their approach is very similar to ours as the method

extracts important scenes and regions using temporal dura-

tion and the pointing region. Pradhan et al. [16] proposed a

method of glue joining that generates a new video interval

from a keyword interval set. They use temporal duration for

generating intervals, whereas we extract a related comment

using temporal duration and the pointing region.

7. Concluding Remarks

We have proposed a method for extracting scenes based on

not only the text information but also the non-text informa-

tion of user comments, the pointing region and temporal du-

ration. We aim at object and event that specified by the text

and pointing region or temporal duration of comments. 　

And comments that indicate the same object or event as the

selected comment are determined by relations of pointing re-

gions or temporal durations. Our proposed system retrieves

scenes according to their relation to one another as defined

by our set of relation types: EQUAL, OBJECT , EV ENT

and NO RELATION . These are determined by the com-

ments’ reference to objects and events in video scenes. In the

experiment in order to evaluate about the extracted scenes,

our system was able to extract relevant scenes by using user

comments, and these scenes cannot be extracted using the

matching keywords method. The relevant scenes concerning

object are similar as the user selected scenes’ images. The

relevant scenes concerning event are similar as the user se-

lected scenes’ situations.

In the future, we have to improve the interface in order to

be able to write comments in an easier way. We also have to

improve the determination method of both object and event

in order to apply it to other types of videos and we have

to find a way to classify users in order to prevent comments

written by the same user from being extracted.
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